Abstract. Recent vector supercomputers provide vector memory access to "randomly" indexed vectors, whereas early vector supercomputers required contiguously or regularly indexed vectors. This additional capability, known as "hardware gather/scatter," can be used to great effect in general sparse Gaussian elimination. In this note we present some examples that show the impact of this change in hardware on the choice of algorithms for sparse Gaussian elimination.
Background. Early experience with sparse Gaussian elimination on vector come puters [3] showed none of the dramatic improvements in speedup encountered in other linear algebra computations. This is due to the fact that Gaussian elimination witha sparse data structure requires access to irregularly spaced data. Early vector computers, such as the CRA Y-1 and the CYBER 205 computers, allow vector memory transfers only for contiguously or regularly spaced vectors. Most sparse Gaussian elimination algorithms spend the vast majority of the factorization execution time in a loop of the following type: This loop is often referred to as a sparse or indexed SAXPY. The efficiencyof the implementation of this loop determines the performance of the sparse factorization algorithm. Because of the importance of this loop, or kernel, a subroutine called SAXPYI, which follows the spirit and the notation of the BLAS [6] , has been proposed as a facility in extensions of the BLAS [2] .
INTEGER I, N, M INTEGER INDEX (M) REAL A, X(M), Y(N)
The use of the SAXPYI loop as presented above, in FORTRAN, would result in no use of the vector hardware of early supercomputers. The loop would be executed using scalar instructions only, producing no speedup at all over equivalent scalar computers. Indeed, the indexing of the result vector Y prevents vectorization on any existing vector computer unless it is known that the indices are distinct. Even on current vectorcomputers, the SAXPYI loop does not vectorize without using directives to the compiler.
When the indices are known to be distinct the indexed SAXPY loop can be rewrittento allow some use of the vector hardware on any vector computer. Dembart and Neves [1] analyzed seven different formulations of this loop on a CDC STAR 100,and determined that there were combinations of vector length and vector density for which each of the formulations was fastest. Similar analyses by these authors for the CYBER 203 and 205 showed corresponding results, although the ratios changed. For reasonable combinations of vector length and vector density the most important of the six alternatives to the original scalar code was the same on all three machines. This alternative is: Although this looks far more complicated than the original loop, it permits the use of the vector arithmetic units for the numerical loop. The nonvectorizable memory transfers are isolated to separate loops that could be made more efficient by using assemblylanguage subroutines (albeit in scalar mode). This formulation of the indexed SAXPYis known as a GATHER-SAXPY-SCATTER (GSS) implementation, for the operations performed in turn by the three loops.
On a CRA Y-l computer, the original indexed SAXPY loop written in FORTRAN executes at a maximum rate of about 4 megaflops, much less than the maximum rate of 155 megaflops this machine can achieve for other operations. Woo and Levesque [11] analyzed the GSS formulation and showed that its maximum rate in assembly language was around 8 megaflops. Alternatively, a good assembly language implementation of the original loop that uses only the scalar hardware performs asymptotically at 13 megaflops (see [10] ). This implementation is never slower than theGSS formulation, demonstrating that the SAXPYI operation is essentially a scalar computation for the CRA Y-l.
In contrast, the standard implementations of banded or variable banded Gaussian elimination algorithms use dense SAXPY operations or dense dot products as their fundamental inner-loops. Such implementations can achieve vector speeds on vector computers. However, they usually do not approach the asymptotic speeds of these machines because the vector lengths are limited by the bandwidth, which shouldnot become very large. Still, the possibility of using the vector hardware for these scheme~. and the inherent performance limitation of the indexed SAXPY loop has led to the conventional folk wisdom that (variable) banded factorization schemes will usually outperform general sparse Gaussian elimination on vector computers.
The vector supercomputers being produced currently, in particular the CRAY X-MP/4 and the more recent models of the CRAY X-MP/2, are equipped with hardware facilities that permit memory access according to an index vector. That is, these machines permit the GATHER and SCATTER loops to be performed using vector memory transfers to and from a hardware vector register. This gather/scatter hardware leads to a much faster implementation of SAXPYI by using the GSS formulation. The assembly language coded implementation in VectorPak reaches 78
megaflopsasymptotically.Some detailed SAXPYItimingsare givenin Table I below.
These results are reported in [8] and [10] , and were obtained by averaging over 50 executions of each loop. In each case the index vector INDEX was set as follows:
The older CRAY Fortran Compiler CFT 1.13 does not make use of the hardware for gather/scatter. A corresponding VectorPak implementation of SAXPYI has been developed for CRAY X-MP's without hardware gather/ scatter. Both exhibit the scalar performance characteristic of the CRAY-1. In contrast the utilization of hardware gather/scatter either with a compiler directive to CFT 1.14 or with VectorPak shows a dramatic improvement.
Numerical results. We present two sets of numerical results. The first isolates the effects of the gather/scatter hardware by comparing the performance of a CRAY X-MP/24 with this hardware to the performance of an X-MP/24 without this hardware. The second set of results compares the performance of an X-MP/24 with hardware gather/scatter to a CRAY I-S (which had no option for such hardware). Together these results demonstrate that this limited change in the hardware of vector computers changes the algorithm of choice for many sparse problems.
Our first series of numerical results demonstrates the speed-up which can be obtained in very large problems taken from several engineering applications by using hardware for gather and scatter in a general sparse elimination algorithm. We used the modified minimum degree (MD) algorithm by Liu [7] to reorder seven large problems taken from the Harwell/Boeing sparse matrix collection [4] . A short description of each problem is given in Table 2 and corresponding ordering statistics are giv~n in Table 3 . All problems, with the exception of LRGPWR, are finite element models of large three-dimensional structures. All matrices are symmetric and positive definite. Fill-in characteristics of matrices in Table 2 .
(Multiple minimum degree ordering.)
The columns are as follows: The numbers in Table 3 show that the factors of all but the power network problem 'LRGPWR have a substantial number of nonzeros per row. We expect to realize much of the theoretical speedups due to hardware gather/ scatter on these practical applications.
All problems were solved using four different implementations of the key SAXPYI loop. Two implementations were derived from a single FORTRAN code created by modifying the original source code by the insertion of a few compiler directives to effectthe vectorization of the key loops. (As discussed earlier, the compiler cannot assume the indices are distinct unless told so.) The FORTRAN code with inserted compilerdirectives was then compiled twice under CFT 1.14. Using a compiler option, code was generated separately for a CRAY X-MP with hardware gather/scatter and for a CRAY X-MP without hardware gather/scatter.
Two further implementations were derived by replacing the FORTRAN SAXPYI loopswith calls to an optimized CRA Y assembly language implementation of SAXPYI from VectorPak [101. This modified code was also compiled under CFT 1.14 and . pexecuted twice, using the VectorPak library for CRAY X-MP's without gather/scatter ,land then the corresponding library for machines with gather/scatter. Tables 4 and 5 present the execution times obtained for factorization and solution for the four implementations. the implementation that calls VectorPak for hardware gather/scatter is given in Table  6 , together with the execution times for an envelope factorization based on the reverse Cuthill-McKee (RCM) algorithm from [5] . This envelope factorization has been optimized by calling the assembly language implementation of SDOT in VectorPak. Tables 4 and 5 show clearly the direct benefits of the hardware gather/scatter feature for general sparse elimination schemes. The factorization and solution of the structures problems are in some cases almost an order of magnitude faster. Only the very sparse network problem benefits little because the number of nonzeros per row is too small. (The factored matrix from LRGPWR has only about 9 nonzeros per row on average.)
The comparison in Table 6 shows that, contrary to standard expectations, general sparse methods can outperform envelope solvers on vector computers. Because of the natural vectorization of envelope methods and the essentially scalar performance of general sparse methods on earlier vector computers, general sparse methods were commonly thought to be noncompetitive on vector computers. Table 6 disproves this assertion.
Our second set of numerical tests was generated to evaluate the impact of the changing architecture on the choice of numerical algorithms for sparse Gaussian elimination by comparing performance on a CRA Y-IS (always without hardware gather/ scatter) to a CRA Y X-MP with hardware gather/scatter. We solved linear systems with five test matrices arising in reservoir simulation. These matrices wer.e proposed as benchmark problems by Sherman [9] and are available through the sparse matrix collection [4] . All matrices are block seven diagonal unsymmetric matrices CFT 1.14 CFT 1. Execution times (see) for factorization and solution routines.
* Required more than 4,000,000 words of memory.
arising from reservoir models on three-dimensional grids. We solved the five linear systems with each of the five different solution algorithms in SPARSPAK [5] . The reverseCuthill-McKee algorithm (RCM) is an envelope scheme, which vectorizes well using inner products. Both the one-way dissection (OWD) and refined quotient tree (RQT) algorithms use a block partitioning of the coefficient matrix. Much of the computation in the block elimination scheme also vectorizes with inner products, though the vector length is generally shorter than in RCM. Finally automated nested dissection (AND) and quotient minimum degree (QMD) algorithms use a general sparse data structure and SAXPYI as the inner loop for the factorization. In order to improve performance, computationally intensive sections of the code in SPARSPAK were replaced by calls to VectorPak subroutines, in particular by calls to SDOT and SAXPYI. We obtained execution times from both the CRAY-I S and on the CRAY X-MP/24 withhardware gather/ scatter. In the tables below we denote the order of the problem by N and the total number of nonzeros in the upper triangular part of the matrix by NZ.
The average speedup for these five examples is as follows: RCM 1.05 OWD 1.14 RQT L17 AND 2.70 QMD 2.74
Obviously hardware gather/scatter has a dramatic impact on the performance of the general sparse codes (AND and QMD). Both algorithms perform three times faster than on the CRA Y-IS and now are the fastest algorithms among the ones considered here.The relative performance of the five algorithms on the CRAY X-MP is about the sameas on a scalar machine: the general sparse algorithms, which attempt to minimize the overall fill-in in Gaussian elimination and thus generally perform the least amount of arithmetic, are the most efficient. The block partitioning methods, OWD and RQT, execute faster on the CRAY X-MP, but their relative speedup is simply due to the faster clock rate on the CRA Y X-MP and unrelated to hardware gather/scatter. In fact neither method achieves the 30percent speedup we expect from the faster scalar speed of the X-MP. The envelope method,using RCM, is even worse. These methods depend on vectorized dot products in the factorization. A minor architectural change from the CRA Y-IS to the X-MP causes dot products to have a greater vector start-up time. This change has a considerable effect in practice. The combination of the two architectural changes causes a reversal in the desirability of different ordering algorithms. A final point is worth making concerning a software issue. Our version of SPAR-SPAK had been modified with calls to computational kernels several years ago when it was installed on the CRAY-IS. These test examples were run again on the CRAY X-MP without any code modifications. Through computational kernels from a kernel library such as VectorPak the application programmer reaps the benefits of hardware improvements without concerning himself with the often subtle details of a new implementation. The success in using hardware gather/scatter in the context of sparse Gaussian elimination is one example validating the concept of computational kernels as a tool for combining portability and optimality on advanced architectures. 
